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FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Welcome to *JDFSL*’s first issue for 2016! I would like to thank our editorial board, reviewers, and the *JDFSL* team for bringing this issue to life.

Beginning with this issue, the Journal formally becomes affiliated with Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU). We have now merged our current systems into their IT supported systems through the ERAU Scholarly Commons portal. ERAU Scholarly Commons currently hosts 2 open access journals and utilizes the Digital Commons Bepress Repository. For more information, see the following:

- Scholarly Commons: [http://commons.erau.edu/](http://commons.erau.edu/)
- IJAAA: [http://commons.erau.edu/ijaaa/](http://commons.erau.edu/ijaaa/)
- JAAER: [http://commons.erau.edu/jaer/](http://commons.erau.edu/jaer/)
- Digital Commons: [http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/online-journals/ forensics.](http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/online-journals/ forensics)

We hope to continue to improve the *JDFSL*, and are very happy to begin the year with a strong *JDFSL* issue and our partnership with Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.

Dr. Glenn S. Dardick, PhD, CCFP, CCE
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Professor, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University